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Abstract This paper describes Algorithm::Evolutionary

(A::E), a Perl module released under an open source

license and designed for the exploration and exploitation of

evolutionary algorithms. We describe the design decisions

taken to enhance flexibility, how performance was

improved by using several implementation tweaks, and

what kind of design patterns were applied for its devel-

opment. This work also tries to dispel the myth of low

performance of scripting languages by comparing it with a

state-of-the-art library (ECJ) written in Java. Besides, we

are interested in assessing its efficiency in several possible

evolutionary settings, finding out what kind of behavior we

can expect, and what can be done to improve it. Applica-

tions already written using A::E are also described, along

with how it can be used to create new operators. Finally,

some conclusions are drawn from the design experience.

Keywords Evolutionary algorithms �
Evolutionary computation � Perl � CPAN � Frameworks �
Design patterns

1 Introduction

At first glance, Perl might not seem the best choice for

doing evolutionary computation (EC) (Bäck et al. 1997;

Eiben and Smith 2003), since it is an interpreted (or

scripting) language (Ousterhout 1998; Loui 2008), and EC

applications are claimed to require high performance

(mainly in the fitness evaluation stage, but also when

applying string or vector processing operations). However,

Perl has a feature that makes it ideal for EC (and, obvi-

ously, many other applications): it has been designed to

work as glue (Ousterhout 1998), that is, as a way of

interfacing many different devices, protocols, applications,

and file formats. Perl features an exhaustive collection of

modules (which roughly correspond to libraries in other

languages) available from a central location called CPAN

(Comprehensive Perl Archive Network, at http://cpan.org

(Ashton and Hietaniemi 2006), that includes many mature

modules that have been in use and development for more

than a dozen years) for text and data manipulation (Bates

1993), interfacing with databases and the world wide web

(Blansit 2006), handling complex data structures, and even

writing Perl programs in Latin (Lingua::Romana::Per-

ligata, written by Damien Conway). In fact, it has also

been used extensively for scientific computing (Baiocchi

2004). Performance has been improved in each new ver-

sion (current stable one at the time of writing this is 5.10),

and it has very recently received additional support from

big players like Microsoft (Adam 2008), which enhances

its status of multi-platform scripting language.

There are also other features that make it outstanding

among other languages: the quality of the references

available for it, specially the Camel Book (Wall et al. 2000)

(as of late November 2008, #4 in bestseller in the Unix

books category, and #39 in the Programming category,
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after many web books and a few Python and Javascript

ones), the Llama book (Schwartz and Phoenix 2008), and

others such as (Wainwright et al. 2001) (all of them with

four or more stars in the Amazon bookstore); the avail-

ability of technical support for developers, with highly

knowledgeable user communities (called Perl Mongers) in

almost any country and human language (as Eric S. Ray-

mond says (Raymond 1998), ‘‘Perl’s true strength is the

collective talents of its enthusiasts’’); and, finally, the

portability of its implementations: all Perl interpreters

compile from the same source, so a program that runs in a

platform can run in almost any other machine with a Perl

interpreter. Besides, Perl is also the language of choice

among many communities, such as BioInformatics (Stajich

et al. 2002) and Computational Linguistics (Pedersen et al.

2004).

In the case of evolutionary algorithms, the initial

intention for building this library was to use XML

(eXtensible Markup Language) documents (Harold 2001;

Networks 2009; Ray 2001) as a description of an algorithm

from which it could be run, and using the same XML

format as a persistent object facility (that is, a way to

permanently store the state of an evolutionary algorithm);

the language that described Evolutionary Algorithms was

called EvoSpec (Merelo et al. 2003), and its specification

was done using a DTD (Document Type Definition) or

XSchema (equivalent way of describing an XML dialect

using XML itself) (Fallside 2004). Classes in Algo-

rithm::Evolutionary (A::E) have an alternative

syntax in XML, and all classes have a constructor that

creates an object from its XML description.

However, eventually, XML remained as a format for

serializing evolutionary algorithm objects and A::E

evolved as a way of implementing new ideas in evolu-

tionary computation. And since Perl modules use name-

spaces as prefixes for compartmentalization (the concept is

similar to that used in Java), it was named Algo-

rithm::Evolutionary to place the module within the

Algorithm hierarchy. Its object-oriented design makes

the implementation of new operators quite fast (as will be

shown within this paper), and the expressiveness of Perl

turns the addition of new features in a quite straightforward

operation. That means that, even as the performance of

programs running might not be as fast as in other languages

(such as Java or C??), this disadvantage is more than

offset by the fact that development time might be cut short

by several orders of magnitude, as proved some time ago

by Prechelt (2000) and more recently by Fourment and

Gillings (2008), since programs are much more expressive

and a lot of features are already prepackaged in standard

libraries; this also results in shorter programs that are easier

to debug and understand, facilitating its use as a base for

doing a slightly different thing via small changes. This

makes it convenient for teaching evolutionary computation

to beginners, and, it fact, it has been used for postgraduate-

level courses in implementation of evolutionary algorithms

at the University of Granada.

During the close to seven years (the first announcement,

still viewable at http://fon.gs/ae-ann/ was made in 2002)

this module has been released, it has been used extensively

in many applications, mainly in those created by our own

team (Castillo et al. 2008; Merelo et al. 2008b); however,

in this paper we will describe the current features of the

A::E library as compared with other libraries in the

market; we will write a small primer on how to use it from

scratch, give some measures on its performance in different

environments, and finally show how it can be used to create

and test a new operator. Our aim is to show the niche in

which using this EC library could be more convenient than

other alternatives already in the market. Besides, we will

try to show how this library conforms to Gagné and Pari-

zeau’s criteria for a generic evolutionary computation

framework presented in Gagné and Parizeau (2006); a

generic framework allows, in principle, to represent any

kind of evolutionary algorithm, possibly by means of an

extension that conforms to the framework’s API (appli-

cation programming interface). Another of the issues

approached in this paper will be those arising in the design

of libraries, how we validate decisions taken in the design

and the influence of the choice of internal data structures to

represent the building blocks of evolutionary algorithms on

performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2

shows the state of the art in evolutionary algorithm

frameworks, with special attention to those written in Perl.

Right next, Sect. 3 describes the A::E evolutionary

computation library, its design decisions, and how it can be

used. Section 4 makes several performance measures of

benchmark programs, checking different Perl interpreters

and measuring its performance, and Sect. 5 will show the

details on how it can be applied to create a new operator.

The paper ends with some discussion, conclusions, and

future work.

2 State of the art

Nowadays, there is a broad choice of evolutionary algo-

rithm frameworks almost in every language, and adapted to

every need. From specific-purpose libraries such as GAGS

(Merelo-Guervós and Prieto 1996) or lil-gp and other GP

libraries (Wilson et al. 2004), nowadays libraries empha-

size its general applicability and extensibility. For instance,

JCLEC (Ventura et al. 2008) is a general-purpose Java

evolutionary computation framework, which has been

included in the KEEL data mining library (Alcalá-Fdez
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et al. 2009). Other well-known frameworks include Pa-

radisEO (Cahon et al. 2004), which was initially a branch

of the EO Evolving Objects library (Keijzer et al. 2002),

and of course ECJ (Luke 2009), probably the most widely-

used general-purpose evolutionary computation library,

already in double-digit version.

The wide availability and maturity of these libraries has

not been a hurdle for the creation of new ones such as

Shark (Igel et al. 2008), or Watchmaker (Dyer 2008), both

available as open source software. This is due to several

factors: some libraries are initially created with a single

problem in mind, and eventually expanded to a whole

range of problems, until they become a framework. In other

cases, they are simply written in a language that is not

familiar to the person needing them, or do not include the

features that are needed for implementing a new operator

or higher-level algorithm.

Scripting languages are usually more flexible in that

sense. Many things can be changed in runtime, making

designs much more flexible, even at the Application

Program Interface (API) level, which can in some cases

be built from scratch via runtime commands. This usually

comes at the cost of performance, but familiarity with

language, speed of implementation, and wide (and, in the

case of Perl and some other languages like Ruby, central-

ized) availability of programming libraries more than make

up for it. That is why most of the new frameworks for

evolutionary computation (such as EvoGrid, available from

http://launchpad.net/evogrid) use these languages (Lee and

Kim 2005; Merelo et al. 2007; Klein and Spector 2007).

Despite this flexibility, there are not many libraries that

implement evolutionary algorithms in Perl (for a review on

evolutionary algorithms in Perl, and a tutorial of the first

versions of A::E, see Merelo-Guervós (2002); most pub-

lished modules deal with genetic programming (hereafter

GP) in Perl, due to the fact that it is an interpreted lan-

guage, and it is very easy to evaluate expressions and

statements from a program (or script). The first (as claimed

by the author) paper published on the subject seems to be

one by Baldi et al. (2000), but the source code itself was

not published, and no hypothesis can be done on its fea-

tures. From that moment on, there are several papers that

describe Perl implementation of evolutionary algorithms:

Kunken (2001) described an application that evolves words

that ‘‘look as if they were English’’, or fake English words,

by trying to evolve them using the same letter pattern that

English uses. The same application is also mentioned by

Zlatanov (2001), who implements a genetic programming

system, with source code available, to solve the same

problem.

From then on, there are several papers about doing

genetic programming (Koza 1992) in Perl: the first one was

written by Murray and Williams (1999), which, despite its

title, actually describes a genetic programming system,

similar to another mentioned in the PerlMonks site [http://

perlmonks.org/index.pl?node_id=31147] (a meeting place

for practitioners). Several other introductions to genetic

algorithms with code have been published in the same

place [http://perlmonks.org/index.pl?node_id=298877, http://

perlmonks.org/index.pl?node_id=330315], but the first

mention to a module that implements a canonical genetic

algorithm was done in Neylon (2001). This module, called

Algorithm::Genetic, cannot be easily extended or

adapted to new paradigms, since it is a single file with all

data structures and algorithms used already built-in into the

file. McCallum (2003) has also presented a system called

PerlGP, used specifically in the context of bioinformatics,

which has extensive facilities, including a database back-

end for serialization, and its main advantage is that it uses

as a programming language for doing GP in Perl itself. Its

main drawback is its specificity: it is not intended for

general evolutionary computation, and most data structures

and methods are geared towards GP.

The most complete (apart from the one presented in this

paper) and peculiar implementation of evolutionary algo-

rithms in Perl is called myBeasties (Hugman 2003),

which eventually became a module called AI::GP. This

system implements different kinds of objects, that can be

evolved in many possible ways; there is a language that

describes these transformations. It is an interesting system,

but its extensibility is not so strong, and the learning curve

is also somewhat steep, since it involves learning a new

language apart from Perl itself. It is mainly used for

evolving Perl scripts, the same way that Genetic Pro-

gramming evolves Lisp functions, not intended for the

implementation of a general evolutionary computation

program, which implies also learning structures unfamiliar

for the EA practitioner. On the other hand, the most recent

is AI::Genetic::Pro, which has recently entered

version 0.34. The main objective of this module (Lukasz

2009) is to optimize speed through coding the most critical

parts in C, through the Perl interface called XS that allows

this. In fact, initial tests (see equivalent programs at our

CVS server: http://opeal.cvs.sourceforge.net/viewvc/opeal/

Algorithm-Evolutionary/benchmarks/, ai-genetic-

pro.pl and bitflip.pl) show that it is several times

slower than A::E, with extensibility being also sacrificed

through the use of this XS API.

The majority of those systems do not make use Perl’s

capabilities to implement an object-oriented library, easily

adaptable and expandable, which have been two of the

objectives A::E’s designers had in mind.

Creating an EA library is closely related to the design of

a language that can be used to describe experiments in that

library, so that results can be easily reported and logged,

and experiment design can be done without modifying a
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program, and if possible from somebody who is not

familiar with programming. For some time, XML has been

the language of choice for representation of complex data

structures; that is why it has also been employed tradi-

tionally for EAs. The first approach was the EAML lan-

guage (Evolutionary Algorithm Markup Language, an

XML dialect) described by Veenhuis et al. (2000). This

language, specified as a set of XML tags with a defined and

fixed semantics, specifies an evolutionary algorithm, from

which C?? code can be generated. EAML attempts to be

an exhaustive description of an evolutionary algorithm, but

it does not really achieve its target, since, for instance,

variation operators are tags, instead of being attribute

values of a generic operator tag; this means that adding a

new operator [say, a n-ary orgy operator (Eiben et al.

1995)] would require a redesign of the language’s syntax

(defined through a DTD, or Data Type Dictionary). In

general, using element names or tags is less flexible than

using attribute values, since attributes can have any value

or a constrained one (depending on how you define them in

the DTD), but validated XML requires tags to be defined in

its DTD first. In any case, it is a valid approach for a

restricted form of an evolutionary algorithm and it is a step

in the right direction. On the other hand, EvoSpec, which

is used by A::E, tries to overcome these limitations. Other

possible approaches are presented by Garcı́a-Nieto et al.

(2007), who published an application programming inter-

face via a web service, allowing any program to interact,

via the Internet, and through the interchange of messages

formatted in XML; and by Ventura et al. (2008), who also

used XML (in a way more similar to EAML than to

EvoSpec) to represent evolutionary algorithms.

Being convenient as it is for algorithm description,

serializing Perl data structures to XML is not easy, mainly

due to the fact that the DTD it is mapped into has to be

defined in advance; other languages, such as YAML [Yet

Another Markup Language, (Ingerson et al. 2001)], have

been designed with those data structures in mind, being at

the same time more compact (for instance, an article by

regeya (2004) notes a 10% reduction of the number of

bytes from representing the same data structure with

YAML or XML) and thus convenient. In the latest versions

of A::E (from 0.56 on), this language has been incorpo-

rated and used within a wide variety of tasks, including

serialization and program configuration.

3 Overview of the ALGORITHM::EVOLUTIONARY library

In this section we will show the building blocks of an

evolutionary algorithm, and how they have been imple-

mented in the A::E library. These building blocks, which

have been described extensively in papers such as Alba and

Troya (2001) and Merelo-Guervós 2002, consist mainly of

individuals, operators, and algorithms. Individuals are the

subjects of evolution, and include mainly a fitness and a

chromosome that is evaluated to obtain it. Individuals are

organized in populations, and changed using operators,

which, from as early on as Michalewicz’s book (1996) and

the design of the EO evolutionary objects library (Keijzer

et al. 2002), are considered independent of the data struc-

tures they operate on. Operators have different scale, from

those considered genetic that operate on a single or a few

individuals, to the evolutionary algorithms that operate on

a population.

Design decisions have been taken bearing in mind

mainly flexibility and easiness of programming, as well as

leverage of native Perl capabilities for increased perfor-

mance and easiness of use, leading to design decisions that

will be presented next. First, we will look at the individual

level in Subsect. 3.1, then at operators in 3.2, fitness

functions will be dealt with in Sect. 3.3, higher-level

algorithms are presented in 3.4, and finally ancillary

methods and facilities in the last Sect. 3.5.

3.1 Creating and handling single individuals

The basic operation in an evolutionary algorithm is the

handling of the data structure used for representing the

solution to the problem. While canonical genetic algo-

rithms (Whitley 1994) use bitstrings to represent any

solution, evolutionary algorithms in general accept any

data structure (in fact, any object) can be used (Alba and

Troya 2001; Merelo-Guervós et al. 2000; Michalewicz

1996) to represent them. This fact must be reflected in the

library design, which should include a minimal interface

for evolved objects: the only common feature of all

evolvable data structures is the fitness. Most of them are

also sequential, and can be visualized as a vector (of bits, of

characters, of floating point numbers or other data struc-

tures), which adds other methods: Atom, and size, which

would mean that these operations should be mostly uni-

versal for all data structures intended to represent solutions,

and thus, the Perl code outlined in Fig. 1 should always

work. This interface can be extended trivially to multi-

chromosome and atomic data structures by considering

every chromosome a single atom, and give it size one. Of

course, that would mean that general operators like cross-

over and mutation might not work, which is not really a

problem, since it is easy to use specific operators, and there

are no implicit defaults in most of the algorithms used.

In order to enforce this interface (conventionally rather

than physically, since Perl is not an strongly typed lan-

guage), an abstract base class, A::E::Individual:

:Base has been created, with several others descending

(directly or indirectly) from it: Bit_Vector,
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BitString, String, Vector, Tree and Any. The

class diagram is shown in Fig. 2; and includes a gamut of

possible data structures that encompass many possible

problems; besides, there are two possible representations

for the canonical bit string: BitString and

Bit_Vector, whose main difference is the internal rep-

resentation they use; the first uses strings, while the second

used bit vectors packed into long integers, which is more

efficient memory-wise, but might have an impact on per-

formance, as we will see later on.

Since Perl has no explicit mechanism for enforcing

abstract base classes, reimplementation of abstract methods

has been forced by raising an exception (using the croak

instruction, which does precisely that) if a base class

abstract method is called; this is mostly a warning for

reimplementers, but works well enough for anybody

wishing to create new classes in this hierarchy.

One of the functions that are frequently performed on

individuals is cloning, that is, producing a copy of an

individual; this is an operation performed extensively in an

EA, used to copy individuals into a new population or

produce copies of existing ones to perform operations on

them. In fact, the profiling of several programs found that

applications were spending more time in this operation

than in any other, so the local clone method was even-

tually substituted by the equivalent method of the module

Fast::Clone. However, clone is kept in the interface

as a deprecated feature. This change improved performance

by up to 20% in some cases.

The advantages of this interface, being minimal, is that

it is quite easy to implement new classes by just wrapping a

few methods around a Perl module (as it has been done

with Tree around Tree::DAG_Node and with

Bit_Vector around Bit::Vector1). In fact, a mini-

mal wrapper implementing the Decorator pattern for any

class was easily written by just sticking a Fitness

method around a class that could be defined in runtime; as

shown in Fig. 3, this has been managed by using the

A::E::Individual::Any class.

Finally, serialization is done through two different

mechanisms: via the aforementioned YAML and the XML-

based EvoSpec (Merelo et al. 2003), which will be used

throughout the whole library.

Fig. 1 Elements of the universal interface for individuals used in a program; this program should be valid for any class $individual is

instantiated into

Fig. 2 Class hierarchy for

individuals, data structures used

to represent problem solutions

1 Tree::DAG_Node and Bit::Vector classes, and many more,

can be found in the helpful CPAN, or Comprehensive Perl Archive

Network.
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3.2 Operators

In A::E, an operator is anything that acts on a set of

individuals (possibly a set with a single element) and

returns another set; since parameter passing in Perl does

not bind variables to arguments until the subroutine is

called, this has been implemented via the use of a single

name for the method that actually employs the operator

apply; thus, in general, any object that implement that

method can be considered an operator in A::E.

In practice, a hierarchy for operators has also been

designed and implemented, including the most usual ones,

and falling mainly in three classes: crossover-like, muta-

tion-like and population-level operators. Every individual

in the A::E::Individual class is provided with at

least a mutation and a crossover-like operator, and it is

considered a good practice that for every individual data

structure that is added, a couple of operators providing this

functionality should be also included. Some error checking

is done when operators are applied to make sure that the

individual has the interface needed for applying the kind of

changes the operator does. This design choice also implies

that operators such as mutation and crossover are classes

independent of the individual, not methods attached to a

particular class of individuals, being thus an example of the

Visitor pattern. This means that which operator is applied

to which individual can be decided in runtime, and operator

rates as well as anything else related to them can have

the maximum flexibility. In this sense, the base class

A::E::Op::Base also acts as a factory which can

receive a serialized version (that is, a text version that can

be stored on a file or transmitted to another computer via a

network connection) or a description of an operator and

produce a full-fledged object, as shown in Fig. 4.

The mechanism that allows all operators to change their

probability of application in runtime is to give each one a

priority (as opposed to a fixed probability), as was already

done in EO (Keijzer et al. 2002). Priorities become prob-

abilities by adding them up and normalizing to one; but by

making each priority independent of the others, it is quite

easy to change, at any moment, the probability of an

operator by calling the rate method; this same method is

used to recall the operator priority in higher-level operators

that need them. Of course, priorities can be set by just

assigning them so that they add up to 1, which would then

be equivalent to assigning probabilities. These priorities,

however, should not be confused with internal operator

application rates on those operators that use them (for

instance, a mutation operator that can change a variable

number of bits); each operator has an specific interface to

set these kind of quantities.

Another couple of functions are needed in this hierar-

chy; arity, which is called every time an operator is

applied to find out how many individuals it operates on,

and check. Since arity is called before every operation,

it is a candidate for optimization: a cache mechanism

included in the Perl Memoize module has been used for

this. Memoize caches function calls and results automati-

cally, and a single instruction (memoize(arity)) is

needed to use it. The improvement obtained depends on the

cost of the evaluation function, but it can be up to 10% of

the program running time. This has been tested via pro-

filing and running of several real-world problems, and not

published here since it is not the main point of the paper,

and it could distract the reader from the actual focus on

design and validation.

Tests were also made to optimize the check method

(which checks if operands belong to the correct class) also

by caching, but results obtained were not satisfactory.

However, the best optimization here is to eliminate this

function, since it is mainly intended to provide an infor-

mative message to the client in case it is applied incor-

rectly; if performance is an issue, checking can be done at

design time and eliminated in runtime.

Eventually, operators can be applied in a loop to create

new members of the population using code such as the one

shown in Fig. 5. Knowing in advance which individuals the

operators are going to be applied to (instead of selecting

Fig. 3 Using A::E::I::Any
as a Decoration for the

Object::Array class, which

can then be used as an evolvable

object

Fig. 4 Creation of an operator using A::E::Op::Base as a

factory and from an XML string that follows EvoSpec

Fig. 5 Application of operators (contained in reference to array

$ops); the operator is randomly chosen by spinning a roulette wheel

($opWheel). Depending on the arity of the operator, a set of (clones

of) operands is chosen, and eventually the operators are applied
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them within the operator) offers more flexibility, since

complex selection policies can be implemented and created

independently of the operator code. In fact, some of them

have been implemented and included in the library.

3.3 Fitness classes

Although from the A::E point of view a fitness function is

anything that receives a chromosome and returns something

(anything, really) and it is impossible to include them all,

just a few fitness classes have been included in the distri-

bution as an example. These are functions usually employed

for testing different evolutionary algorithms, and we found

it interesting to distribute them as default. As of June 2009,

fitness functions included are the Massively Multimodal

Deceptive Problem (MMDP), the P_Peaks and wP_Peaks

(Araujo et al. 2008; Giacobini et al. 2006a, Royal Road

(Mitchell et al. 1992), ONEMAX, Error Correcting Codes

(ECC), the Trap family of functions and the Knapsack

problem. In fact, creating a fitness of this class is not

compulsory, only convenient. Fitness objects can be either

members of this hierarchy or references to subroutines, even

closures (anonymous subroutines), as shown in Fig. 7.

In this case, the Base class includes an evaluation

counter and a method for applying the fitness function to a

chromosome, called apply, as usual. In cases where it is

also possible (notably in individuals that use bitstrings as

representation, as seen above), a in-memory cache of

evaluated individuals is also included. In general, this

speeds up the evolutionary algorithm operation between 10

and 25%; this percentage varies with the amount of times

the same chromosomes are generated and sent to evaluate.

This is actually a trade off between memory usage and

speed; it will add up at least the size of a chromosome for

each one it is evaluated, so its memory complexity will be

of the order of the number of evaluations. This can actually

slow down overall runtime, if too much memory is taken,

so it will have to be taken into account beforehand and

disabled in case the required memory exceeds roughly the

available memory. The general interface for the cache is

laid out in the A::E::Fitness::String abstract base

class, which can be used for all fitness functions that need a

string (bitstring or otherwise) as input.

Nothing bans the use of external function evaluations; in

fact, A::E has been used in several papers (Castillo et al.

2002, 2008) as a general evolutionary computation library

which calls external programs that evaluate neural net-

works parametrized in a file or processor microarchitec-

tures. A general facility for this could have been included,

but since the interface for fitness functions is so general,

what is usually done is to write a wrapper in Perl that

creates the command line, runs the external program, and

then receives the result.

This brings us to the subject of performance; it is not a

secret that Perl performance is on a par with other scripting

languages (see Walker 2005 for an evaluation of floating

point performance, and Back (2008) for more integer-

oriented performance). Without specific optimizations, and

in general, Perl (and other scripting languages such as

Python or Ruby) will be 20 times slower than compiled or

semicompiled languages such as Java or C??. This might

be an issue for complex evaluation functions or for big

populations. Although Perl has specific optimizations for

data processing (the so-called Perl Data Language), and

includes interfaces for anything that can be interfaced (for

instance, the statistical package R, other languages like

Java or C??, or anything with an external API, a website,

a GUI or a command-line interface), this means that for

high-throughput evolutionary algorithms, once the algo-

rithm has been tested and checked, it might be necessary to

write critical parts (such as the fitness evaluation, or

anything coming from a legacy application) in other

languages.

In particular, however, the speed is more than adequate

for the applications we have used it (Araujo et al. 2008;

Castillo et al. 2002, 2008; Merelo-Guervós and Castillo-

Valdivieso 2004; Castillo et al. 2007, for instance), and the

availability of auxiliary libraries in Perl and the speed with

which development and experiment processing afterwards

can be done more than compensates for its lack of speed.

Running a profiling tool over the programs also helps to

identify the bottlenecks, which can then be attacked by

using different techniques or implementations in other

languages. This is not specific to Perl, but has not been

generally found in other EC libraries, so we mention it

explicitly as a best practice that has been applied in this

case.

3.4 Higher level algorithms

With the degree of development that evolutionary com-

putation has reached, it is impossible for a class library to

include everything, even more so when it is mainly

designed for researchers whose objective is to develop and

test new algorithms quickly. However, since a secondary

objective is to use the library for teaching evolutionary

computation, a sufficient amount of methods used in cur-

rent EC paradigms must be included, and, moreover, the

skeleton of an algorithm should be in place so that the only

thing that has to be included by researchers are their new

pieces (and, if possible, just the fitness function).

First, the module should include a straightforward, no-

fuss way of defining an evolutionary algorithm, so that the

user just has to select a representation and a fitness func-

tion, and start to run it. That role is fulfilled by the

A::E::Op::Easy module, which takes as its only
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compulsory argument a reference to a fitness function

(which can be a closure or anonymous subroutine, or an

object in the Fitness class hierarchy); in a few lines of

code, an evolutionary algorithm can be declared, as shown

in Fig. 6. However, a bit of flexibility is also built in:

default values for replacement rate and operators can be

changed in runtime, and its change will be taken into

account within the algorithm code in subsequent

generations.

However, one size does not fit all, and a more complex

framework must be also included. This framework for a

general evolutionary algorithm should ideally follow the

Strategy or Template pattern (Gamma et al. 1993) like the

ones used by Alba et al. (2006), which is basically scaf-

folding for an algorithm whose different parts are decided

at runtime. A::E includes among others two modules,

GeneralGeneration, which is a pluggable module for

a single generation in an evolutionary algorithm, and

FullAlgorithm, which wraps around a generation

object, and adds provision for termination functions that

decide whether the algorithm has completed its run. These

flexible algorithms allow the selection of lower-level

objects in runtime

FullAlgorithm is a generational algorithm, and thus

includes a slot for a generation object (be it General-

Generation or other); this makes it lose a bit of gen-

erality, but makes it a bit more time-efficient. In general, an

evolutionary algorithm is more complex: it includes a

selector, a breeder that generates the new population, and

an insertor (Keijzer et al. 2002). A module that includes all

those facilities is planned in the library roadmap, but has

not been included so far. Some examples for each of the

pluggable parts are also provided with the general A::E

distribution: two selectors (which form the small

Selector class hierarchy), Roulette Wheel and

TournamentSelect, which will be included into

GeneralGeneration (or similar) objects and three

terminators, that check that the conditions for termination

have been met: NoChangeTerm, DeltaTerm, and

GenerationalTerm. All elements needed to create a

FullAlgorithm object, and the programming interface

to run it are shown in Fig. 7.

3.5 Other classes

There is an aptly named A::E::Utils class, which,

instead of being instantiated into an object, contains a

variety of (exported) functions that can be useful else-

where; A::E::Run and A::E::Experiment are self-

contained algorithms which take as input algorithm

description (in YAML or XML) and run it to completion or

step by step. This can be used to set up a battery of tests

with different fitness functions, for instance, or when a full

algorithm with the corresponding data has to be handled

Fig. 6 Declaration of an Easy algorithm, with all optional parameters; just the fitness function is needed, the other parameters can be left blank

and will be substituted by a sensible default

Fig. 7 Declaration of all

objects needed for a

FullAlgorithm, and (in the

last line) application to a

(previously declared)

population
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like an object in a library; this kind of things could be

useful when setting up a SOAP (Simple Object Access

Protocol) (Box et al. 2000) server (Castillo et al. 2002), for

instance.

In general, there are little rules to follow for these util-

ities. They are forced to use the API defined for the existing

classes, but, other than that, they are created and set up

when and where needed.

3.6 Design patterns

The use of design patterns that is, idioms or common ways

of performing tasks in a programming language, was

introduced n evolutionary computation as far back as 1998

by Smith (1998), Lenaerts and Manderick (1998) and Nic

McPhee in his Sutherland framework (McPhee et al. 1998).

Lenaerts and Manderick, for instance, mention design

patterns such as Factory, Strategy, Builder, Bridge,

Flyweight, and Visitor being used in their GPFrame

genetic programming framework. All the principles of

using design patterns in evolutionary algorithms were used

in the following years, and eventually systematized in

Gagné and Parizeau (2006) paper, which, nonetheless,

emphasizes genericity in EC frameworks rather than the

application of specific design patterns in them. Ventura

et al. (2008) also discuss the use of design patterns in their

JCLEC framework, adding to the patterns discussed above,

delegation and others.

In general, as is usually mentioned in the papers above,

design patterns speed up the development of software

frameworks, make programs more readable, and add to

their genericity and flexibility by presenting the developer

with well-known and program-independent idioms, that

can be easily used, understood, and built upon.

A::E took advantage of some design patterns in its

design. These will be explained below, in no particular

order:

– Factory methods The new method in the Base

modules (such as A::E::Op::Base) act as factory

methods. When they are called with a generic descrip-

tion in XML or YAML of a derived object, or simply

with the name of the class, they return an object of the

derived class.

– The Builder design patterns takes a description of the

object that is going to be built and returns an object of

that class. Since A::E allows serialization in XML and

YAML, the fromXML methods acts as such; and since

YAML can be converted directly to Perl data struc-

tures, functions that take a YAML file or string and

return a Perl object also act as Builder, for free.

The creation of that representation corresponds to the

Memento pattern, a pattern used to externalize the

representation of an object without violating

encapsulation.

– Strategy is used in several places, but mainly in classes

for high-level algorithms such as A::E::Op::Easy

or A::E::Op::Generation_Skeleton. These

classes implement the most general version of the

algorithm, and defer to runtime the instantiation of

particulars such as the specific kind of individual they

are going to be applied to, the operators that apply on it,

and other features such as algorithm termination or the

method used for selecting the individuals that are going

to mate.

– The Decoration pattern is used to adapt legacy objects

to a new interface. The A::E::Individual::Any

class implements this interface, by wrapping around an

object of any class the interface it needs to be used as

an A::E subject of evolution. The same kind of pattern

is applied when tieing some kind of individuals

whose internal representation is a String so that they

can be used as arrays. This allows to create generic

operators on arrays that operate on its structure (for

instance, to deal with Bit_Vectors and Bit-

String uniformly, independently of its different

internal representation).

– The Visitor pattern is used in all the operators, since

they act on a particular class (or class hierarchy),

changing the object state, but without belonging to that

particular class hierarchy. This kind of pattern was

probably used for the first time in an evolutionary

algorithm library in the GAGS class library (Merelo-

Guervós and Prieto 1996) in the shape of functors,

functions that are encapsulated in an object and that

were used for mutation and crossover operators.

However, these patterns by themselves do not contribute

to genericity; they must be included in a framework that

allows and operates on, at a certain level (notably the

algorithm level) generic data structures. Genericity was

defined by Gagné and Parizeau (2006) a set of conditions.

Let us see below which ones are met by A::E:

– Generic representation: A::E does not put any con-

straint on the representation used. A few usual repre-

sentations are provided, but any module can be used via

the Any class.

– Generic fitness: same as above. Any fitness can be used,

and a Decoration pattern can be applied to adapt it to

A::E interface.

– Generic operations: operations are only restricted by

the data structures they are applied to.

– Generic evolutionary model: several models are pro-

vided, including Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrick

et al. 1983), but no restriction is placed on how

populations of individuals are manipulated.
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– Parameter management is not handled at the frame-

work level, since Perl has an extensive range of

parameter management modules. Every program uses

its own parameter management, although they can draw

from the XML/YAML serialization facilities of the

library.

– Finally, configurable output is not addressed either in

A::E but delegated to each program that uses it.

Experiment output is usually done in YAML, which is

a generic data serialization language, and in that sense

output is generic and configurable, but no facilities in

the library are provided to this end.

Summing up, five out of the six genericity criteria are

met by A::E; the remaining one, parameter management,

is probably not so important, and, in any case, it can be

included easily in implementations or provided by Perl

itself.

4 Implementation and performance issues

In this section we will address several issues related to

implementation and performance. First, we will compare

A::E with libraries written in other languages in Sub-

sect. 4.1; then we will check how a choice of underlying

representation affects performance in Subsect. 4.2, all the

while taking into account the differences between versions

of the Perl virtual machine.

4.1 Comparing A::E to other EC libraries

One of the objectives of this subsection is to assess the

speed of A::E with respect to other libraries, and find out

whether the performance gap is as high as mentioned in the

other sections, and as applied to general programs. All the

programs we have used in this section are available from

the A::E CVS site at http://fon.gs/ecbench/, and will

eventually be included in the standard CPAN distribution

(by the time you read this, they probably have already been

included).

The first thing we are doing is to match A::E with a

widely popular evolutionary computation Java library, ECJ

(Luke 2009) in a simple problem, MAX-ONES or ONE-

MAX (with common parameters shown in Table 1), that

tries to maximize the number of ones in a binary string.

Time results are shown in Table 2.

Since different languages also deal with memory issues

in a different way, and use algorithms with a different size

complexity, it is also interesting to see how they scale

when the size of the chromosome increases. We have

measured ECJ and A::E on the ONEMAX problem with

different chromosome sizes, and results are shown in Fig. 8

As Fig. 8 shows, A::E starts to beat ECJ when the

chromosome size increases. This might be due to two

different facts: first, the method used to compute the

number of ones is more efficient in the Perl case, increasing

time with a smaller constant than the one used in ECJ; and

second, since the size of objects created is much bigger

which makes the Java garbage collecting engine kick,

delaying the final result. At any rate, the fact that perfor-

mance of a Perl evolutionary computation library is com-

petitive with a Java library is once again well established.

We would like to emphasize that the intention of these

benchmarks is not to prove either the superiority of Perl

over Java, or of this particular library over others; our

intention is only to dispel the myth that Perl is so much

slower than Java or other languages (C??) that it is not

worth the while to spend time in developing code in it,

Table 1 Common parameters for the ONEMAX problem as solved

using A::E or ECJ

Parameter Value

Population 200

Number of bits 128

Maximum number of generations 500

Crossover probability 80%

Mutation probability 20%

Population substituted 20%

The last parameter refers to the percentage of individuals that are

substituted every generation in this steady-state algorithm

Table 2 Benchmarking different libraries using the ONEMAX

function

Library Time

Mean� SD Median

ECJ 1:48� 0:22 1.45

A::E with Perl 5.8 1:61� 0:15 1.59

A::E with Perl 5.10 1:36� 0:09 1.33

A::E with Perl 5.10* 1:29� 0:05 1.27

ECJ is version 16 (downloaded June 28th, 2008); A::E corresponds

to the version in the same date, as downloaded from CVS, released

version 0.61, and java -v returns IcedTea Runtime Envi-
ronment (build 1.7.0-b21)

The first A::E benchmark has been run using v5.8.8 built for
x86_64-linux-thread-multi, while the second uses

v5.10.0 built for x86_64-linux, and was compiled from

source (as opposed from downloaded from standard Fedora Core

repositories), and the third one (marked with �) tweaks compiler

options so that maximum performance is obtained

Time was measured using the time shell command, which takes into

account only user CPU time, not wall-clock time; every program was

run 30 times

All differences are significant according to the t-test. Parameters for

running the algorithm are described in Table 2
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since, in pure performance terms, anything in Java will be

much faster. As is shown in Table 2, when using all tweaks

possible, and a state of the art, compiled for optimization,

non-threaded version of the Perl interpreter (labeled as 5.10

there), an evolutionary algorithm applied to the ONEMAX

problem can run faster in Perl than in Java. You can even

obtain a faster version (lowest row) if you tweak with

compiler switches when creating the Perl virtual machine,

obtaining a custom version of the compiler for the partic-

ular machine; results have been shown in the bottom row.

In any case, a tweaked version of Java and/or the library or

problem will undoubtedly obtain a performance advantage

over Perl, but still, it will be worth the while the time spent

coding an evolutionary computation problem in Perl, since

the wide array of modules and the speed of coding (as

shown by Prechelt 2000) more than make up for differ-

ences in running time.

Is there a difference between the effort invested in

coding a new operator or a whole program in this library

and other languages too? Of course there is, but first we

will have to take into account that those differences will

arise first from the language itself, then from the avail-

ability of libraries (or modules) for performing a typical

action, and then to the ability of the programmer himself,

among other factors. We will use the sloccount pro-

gram, available for most Linux distributions and written by

David A. Wheeler. We are comparing A::E with the

previously mentioned ECJ, JCLEC (Ventura et al. 2008),

Watchmaker (Dyer 2008) and Shark (Igel et al. 2008),

written in Java and C??. Equivalent files have been

chosen to the best of our knowledge, with an emphasis on

typical classes which are usually available in all frame-

works. Results are shown in Table 3.

In general, the programs written in Perl are much more

compact (at least in number of lines of code) than the

equivalent in other languages. Even if this is not reflected

in the SLOC count, it is also the case that the hierarchies in

Java frameworks are deeper than those in Perl. The total

number of lines of code of JCLEC and Watchmaker are

around 11000 (11,537 for Watchmaker, 10,803 for JCLEC)

while A::E has 30% less, around 7000; but the compari-

son is not completely fair, since each package includes

different features. ECJ, being much more complex and

including many more apps, has three times that account,

around 33000 lines of code.

This compactness of code files means that, in general, it

is faster (if the only factor in effort is the number of lines of

code) to write a new feature in A::E (probably, in general

in Perl and other scripting languages) than in a strong-

typed, compiled language, which has to put more attention

to type-safety and error-checking. This also checks with

our own experience with other released libraries written in

those languages (Keijzer et al. 2002).

4.2 Benchmarking representations

It is interesting also to look at different data structures

for representing a bit-string chromosome, and the influ-

ence they have in performance; the point is to look at

the basic building blocks of an evolutionary algorithm,

and how to obtain the best performance for them in this

particular context. A program that uses two different bit-

string representations, BitString and Bit_Vector

was created, and a program that executes one million

bitflips over strings that range from 16 (24) to 16384

(214) was run 30 times. Results are shown in Fig. 9; both

available Perl virtual machines (5.8 and 5.10) were also

tested.

Figure 9 shows that the best performance is obtained on

the 5.10 VM using bit strings as representation; the dif-

ference with the worst combination (compact bit vectors

with the 5.8 VM) can be around 70%. This hints at the fact

that, when performance is an issue, you should try different

representations and also test different Perl versions and

compile them to optimize throughput.

Next, benchmarks have been run on complete evolu-

tionary algorithms that use different base representations:

the tide problem using floating point vectors as represen-

tation, and the Royal Road (Mitchell et al. 1992) with

bitstring representation. This function evaluates a bitstring

by blocks, and adds its length to the total fitness only if all

bits in the block have the same value. The intention was to

obtain a measure of how many processed chromosomes

(which includes not only the time needed to evaluate them,

but also the time invested in applying evolutionary opera-

tors at the chromosome and population level) we could
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Fig. 8 ECJ (v. 16) versus A::E (v 0.66) compared using the latest

version of the Java VM and a specially compiled version of Perl

5.11). Shaded boxes correspond to ECJ, empty boxes to A::E. All

data and shell scripts used to compute this can be found in the usual

code repository
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obtain, and once again to measure the difference between

different virtual machines.

The Tide function is defined as follows:

Tðx; yÞ ¼ sinðx2 þ y2Þ
x2 þ y2

ð1Þ

but its form does not really matter as much as the fact that

it is a floating point function treated as such by the evo-

lutionary algorithm and with a matching data structure to

represent it. Population size was set at 100, and the pro-

gram was run for 500 generations, stopping to measure

time after every 100 generations. Results are shown in

Fig. 10, and, according to fit, the fastest setup (Perl 5.10) is

able to process approximately 5 � 105 chromosomes per

second, which is a 20% improvement over older versions

of Perl.

Since the previous program used the Easy module,

another test was done using the more general FullAl-

gorithm module, with standard representation. Results

are shown in Fig. 10 (right). In this case population was set

to 500, chromosome size at 128, and time values were

taken after 100 generations for a total of 500 generations.

Once again, 5.10 is the best virtual machine, showing a

performance advantage of around 20% over the currently

standard (at least in Linux distribution repositories) 5.8.

The raw chromosome processing rate is around 2:5 � 105;

half that shown before, probably due to the fact that the

chromosomes are longer and that a bigger population tips

the balance of evolutionary processing versus fitness

processing. In any case, both figures are in the same ball-

park of tens of thousands of processed chromosomes per

second, although that will obviously vary depending on

how expensive fitness evaluation is.

5 Creating new operators with A::E

Finally, we have also used A::E to create a new mutation

algorithm and test its effects. Our intention was to take

advantage of the capabilities offered by it and the under-

lying language to create and quickly test it, not so much to

check if that operator offers some advantage over tradi-

tional mutation operators.

The operator chosen has been called novelty, and it

sequentially flips a single bit in a chromosome, returning

the result only if it has not been evaluated so far. In order to

do that, the built-in chromosome/fitness cache featured in

some fitness classes was used; the novelty operator
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Fig. 10 Raw and average (fitted using a linear model) runtimes for an

evolutionary algorithm optimizing the tide function using a floating

point representation (top) and the Royal Road using a binary

representation (bottom). Solid black is used for the 5.8 VM and

dashed red for 5.10 VM
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Fig. 9 Comparison (match) between different versions of the Perl

interpreter and different internal representations for bitstrings. Raw

data is represented by dots, while linear fits are drawn using lines. The

baseline values (for Perl 5.8) are represented by dashed lines, while

optimized values (Perl 5.10) use solid lines; bitstrings use wider lines,

and bitvectors narrower lines. Worst result (narrow, dashed) thus

corresponds to 5.8 ? bit vector, while the best result (wide, solid)

corresponds to 5.10 ? bitstrings. However, if memory occupation is

an issue, it would be also interesting to compare memory complexity

of both representations. Data for this graph is also available from the

CVS server
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Fig. 11 The whole text of the

newly created

Novelty_Mutation
operator. sloccount by

David Wheeler returns 38 lines

of code; the rest is

documentation
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(eventually called A::E ::Op:: Novelty_Mutation, avail-

able from the CVS server and A::E from version 0.67)

receives a reference to that cache, and newly generated

chromosomes are checked against it. If, after flipping all

bits in a chromosome none generated a new one, another,

random individual was returned.

The whole code (excluding some comments) for this

new operator is shown in Fig. 11. For a complex operator

such as it is, it has only 38 lines (as computed by

sloccount, by David Wheeler; many of these lines are

scope declarations, which are not compulsory in Perl), and

two functions: new, to create the new object, and apply,

to apply the operator to an individual; this individual can

be a bitstring, but this operator does not depend on the

implementation, since it uses the standard Atom function

to access each individual bit in the individual. Total

development time was a few hours, including the test

programs that are compulsory in CPAN distributions.

In a production environment, this is not enough: we had

to test the new mutation operator, and also show that it

could be done in a short time. Once the operator was

included in the library, using it from an existing general

program (such as run-easy-ga.pl, which is included

in the examples sub-directory in the distribution) is just a

matter of creating a YAML or XML file (YAML, in this

case), that describes the algorithm, such as the one shown

in Fig. 12 (ga-novelty-bitflip.yaml, which can

be downloaded from http://fon.gs/ga-novelty/) which

describes the values of several parameters, and sets whose

ops are going to be used, the name of the variable (mmdp)

whose cache is going to be used, target fitness, and so on.

In any case, it can be set up and run in a matter of minutes.

Please note that there is no special provision in the program

to use this new class: just declaring it makes it to load the

new code and use it; this is an advantage of dynamic lan-

guages such as Perl that cannot be matched by compiled

languages, which need to have all the code base in advance

(although some can also load compiled libraries dynami-

cally through a series of intermediate steps), at least until

plugin-based frameworks such as the one described by

Wagner et al. (2007) become more commonplace.

Using that and other similar files for the rest of the

experiments, we checked it on two well-known functions:

the Massively Multimodal Deceptive Problem, and the

P-Peaks problem (Giacobini et al. 2006b), two of the fit-

ness functions available as classes in the default library,

and measured the number of evaluations needed to reach

the optimum, with a cap set to 100,000. Results are shown

in Fig. 13.

These two problems are different, and results reached

are also different. Apparently, this new operator increases

exploration, which results in an improvement in the first

problem (probably due to the fact that it avoids inbreeding,

thus getting an small edge over the other combinations),

but a decrease in performance for the second problem,

P-Peaks. This might be due also to the size of the search

space. If a significant portion of search space has been

already examined, finding new spots using this novelty

operator can make exploration more systematic, and thus

obtain better results. However, if significant portions have

—
length: 120
pop size: 1024
ops:

Novelty Mutation:
- mmdp
- 1

Crossover:
- 2
- 8

Bitflip:
- 1

fitness:
class: P Peaks
params:

- 100
- 64

max generations: 500
max fitness: 1
selection rate: 0.2

Fig. 12 Parameter file in

YAML used for running

experiments on this new

operator, which is declared in

the 5th line. Using a new

operator is just a matter of

including its name, parameters

needed for its instantiation and

priority in a configuration file
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Fig. 13 Number of evaluations until optimum fitness or maximum

number of evaluations is reached, for three combinations of operators:

crossover (x), bitflip mutation (b), and novelty mutation (n) for the

MMDP problem (left) and P_Peaks (right). As it can be seen,

crossover ? novelty alone reach the best number of evaluations,

which is different from the other two in the most difficult problem,

MMDP (left); however, the best combination for P_Peaks does not

include the novelty operator (right)
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not been explored, novelty amounts to flipping one of the

first bits of a chromosome, which will not manage to

enhance results; and once the population has lost diversity,

any bitflip will result in resampling (that is, reevaluating

already known chromosomes), defaulting to a completely

random chromosome, which will be useless.

The whole point of this experiment, however, was not to

prove this new operator is better, but the fact that new

operators that take full advantage of the capabilities of the

framework can be built and tested in a short time, and that

it allows to think of genetic operators in new terms, such as

this one that uses a cache of known chromosomes. Having

a population cache handy, and access to the cache hit rate,

opens a new set of possibilities that could be explored in

the future.

6 Conclusions and discussion

There is no doubt that algorithms are constrained by the

capabilities of the language they are conceived in and the

hardware they are written for. Thinking outside a single

threaded, sequential machine environment can lead us to

design algorithms such as the Evolvable Agents (Laredo

et al. 2008a, b), in the same way that a parallel grid-dis-

tributed hardware can take us to think of cellular genetic

algorithms (Whitley 1993; Alba and Dorronsoro 2008).

Thinking in Perl made us think of A::E, a Perl module that

has been itself evolving for 7 years already, up to the

current version (released March 2009).

In this paper we have proved that the performance, at

least in a simple problem, is comparable with another

evolutionary algorithm library written in Java (ECJ), and

that using custom-compiled Perl virtual machines, bench-

marking different representations and code profiling, this

performance can be enhanced up to 20%. We have also

shown the building blocks of an evolutionary algorithm

using this library, and how they have already been used in

several different application papers. Finally, we have

explained how to develop and test a new operator which

uses the (obviously not unique, just very handy) capabili-

ties of Perl and the modules included in the library so that

development time was quite reduced, and its final form

needed only a few dozen lines of code; this operator was

tested with mixed results from the algorithmic point of

view, but proving its worth at least for a problem.

Since Perl is usually known as a glue language, we have

used A::E in many different environments for many of the

research lines we pursue: parallel evolutionary algorithms,

hardware optimization, and even assignment of papers to

reviewers. Application development is quite fast, quality of

results is obviously not affected, and running times are also

competitive. The library has been also used to teach

implementation of evolutionary algorithms to post graduate

students, with good results (which can be observed in the

students’ class blogs, at http://heliomaster.blogspot.com/

and http://master-ariuca.blogspot.com/).

It is quite clear that it is not worth the while to learn a

new language just to program an evolutionary algorithm;

most languages already boast EA libraries, some of them

with a long and proved history. But it is also true that the

most efficient way of programming anything is using the

language you feel most comfortable with. Our main

intention with A::E was to provide Perl programmers with

an easy path into evolutionary algorithms that leverages

what we (and them) already know about both, and also give

language agnostics a library for fast development of evo-

lutionary algorithms with a reasonably fast running time.

There are several improvements we intend to include in

the future:

– A version of A::E as a POE component (available

from CPAN at http://fon.gs/pocoae/) has already been

created, but it should be enhanced with more parallel

and pseudo-parallel execution options.

– Attach a GUI, so that it is easier for newcomers to use

the library and execution graphs can be observed

online.

– Integrate experiment-analysis scripts as part of the

library by standardizing output and using tools to parse

and extract statistics from them. An interface to the R

statistics package will also be studied.

– Create an standard parallelization tool, using SOAP or

other low level protocols such as MPI, in the same way

that ParadisEO (Cahon et al. 2004) was initially created

as an extension of the EO (Keijzer et al. 2002) evolving

objects library.

– Extend it to use Genetic Programming. A very basic GP

chromosome is included, but it has not been tested or

optimized.

– AJAX interface, to distribute evolutionary algorithms

between client and server. Perl is already used in the

server in AGAJAJ (Merelo et al. 2008a), an evolution-

ary algorithm written in Javascript that works natively

in browsers, but only as a clearinghouse and transfer

method among different clients. Distributing an evolu-

tionary algorithm between different clients and servers

will be able to obtain more performance out of the

whole setup.

– Link it to other libraries using standard Perl interfaces.
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